accelerating business change
change
AT A GLANCE
Elyzium’s Workload Migrator
service
provides
seamless
migration from distributed
legacy schedulers to IBM Tivoli
Workload Scheduler, in a fast,
accurate, and highly cost
effective manner, which allows
organisations to start realising
the benefits of a consolidated
Workload Automation solution
immediately.
Workload Migrator enables easy
migration to ITWS from:

Many organisations have invested significant time and money in their legacy
scheduler(s). IBM Tivoli Workload Scheduler (ITWS) is the world’s leading
Workload Automation solution, and consolidating your workload requirements
into this single product has significant business benefits.
Brought to you by Elyzium, the World’s most highly accredited ITWS IBM Business Partner,
Workload Migrator is a unique service which ensures fast, accurate and successful migration
from competitive schedulers to ITWS. Whether you are converting to gain the benefits of
ITWS, or to simply consolidate upon a single enterprise technical standard, it is important to
have a plan that:
1. KEEPS DOWNTIME TO AN ABSOLUTE MINIMUM
In conjunction with ITWS, Workload Migrator ensures an accelerated migration with zero
business impact and minimal downtime.
2. REASSURES USERS THAT THEIR JOBS WILL STILL START WHEN REQUIRED
Utilising innovative integration with legacy schedulers, the exclusive Workload Analyser tool
clearly demonstrates that jobs will be scheduled using the exact same conditions in ITWS,
alerting of any differences caused by the migration ahead of time.
3. TRAINS YOUR STAFF ON THE ITWS SOLUTION
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Administrators already know the key concepts of workload automation, hence our training
will only cover the “gaps” between the legacy and ITWS solutions, saving you time and
money.
4. LET’S YOU STAY IN CONTROL
Every Workload Migrator project includes a detailed plan for the critical cutover period to
the new ITWS solution. Each step offers a back out option, providing you with complete
control throughout the migration process.

“We were delighted with
speed and efficiency of the
migration.”
Group IT Operations Manager,
Financial Services Institution

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Workload Migrator performs the conversion using its inbuilt Workload Convertor - an industry-unique tool chain that “maps” workload
automation concepts into ITWS. By developing “plug-in modules” for each scheduling tool to convert from, the Conversion Workbench
automatically converts most, if not all, of another scheduling system's batch definitions into ITWS.
This ensures the conversion is performed consistently across all workload automation environments, eliminating manual errors commonly
found using other, more traditional conversion methodologies. The accuracy of the conversion is double-checked with the Workload
Analyser comparison tool.
Any unique features of legacy scheduling systems, e.g. integration to a vertical industry application, are addressed utilising an inventory of
existing batch jobs and the features they use. Once identified, they are mapped to either an equivalent job in ITWS tailored to perform the
same function, or to a composite solution, often comprised of other IBM Tivoli solutions.
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High level illustration of the migration process

WORKLOAD MIGRATOR ELIMINATES ISSUES COMMON AMONGST OTHER CONVERSION TOOLS AND METHODOLOGIES:






Ensure every batch job is accounted for, including manually converted jobs, through comparison reports that verify the existence of
the batch jobs on the old scheduling system and ITWS.
Identify a “ramp up list” of jobs for all stakeholders and end users. This ensures you will start to see the benefits within the first few
hours of the new ITWS production environment being up and running, demonstrating compliance between predicted and actual
production day results.
Identify the viability of using a phased versus "big bang" transition, and work with stakeholders to identify the least critical jobs as the
first to transition to the new ITWS workload automation solution.
Identify new ITWS features that you and your team can leverage for increased reliability, performance, and serviceability.

Call us today for a free consultation to determine the many benefits Workload Migrator can deliver to your business.
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